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ABSTRACT
The GPU is a key computing platform for many application domains.
While the new non-volatile memory technology has brought the
promise of byte-addressable persistence (a.k.a., persistent memory,
or PM) to CPU applications, the same, unfortunately, is beyond the
reach of GPU programs.
We take three key steps toward enabling GPU programs to access PM directly. First, enable direct access to PM from within a
GPU kernel without needing to modify the hardware. Next, we
demonstrate three classes of GPU-accelerated applications that
benefit from PM. In the process, we create a workload suite with
nine such applications. We then create a GPU library, written in
CUDA, to support logging, checkpointing, and primitives for native
persistence for programmers to easily leverage PM.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies promise to blur the longheld distinction between memory and storage by enabling bytegrained durability at latencies comparable to DRAM [77]. We define
persistent memory (PM) as NVM accessible via loads and stores at
a byte granularity [64]. Thanks to many years of research on the
CPU’s software and hardware stack for PM (e.g.,[18, 19, 29, 31, 42,
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Figure 1: Benefits of GPM over CPU with PM.
54, 93]), and with the recent commercialization of Intel’s Optane
NVM [37], PM’s promise of revolutionizing computing through fast
byte-grained persistence and recoverability seems close to reality.
The graphics processing unit (GPU) is a key computing platform
today but is deprived of direct access to PM. We find important
applications that can benefit from both the GPU’s parallelism and
the fine-grained persistence of PM. Consider persistent key-value
stores (KVS) that leverage PM’s fine-grain persistence. Today, they
are limited to CPUs [38, 79, 100]. Independently, researchers have
shown that GPUs can significantly improve KVS’s throughput [102].
Fine-grained persistence to PM from the GPU could enable both.
Figure 1a provides a glimpse of its potential performance benefits.
The first three bars show throughputs of batched SET operations
(8B keys and values) on PM-optimized state-of-art commercial KVS
(Intel’s pmemKV [38] and RocksDB-pmem [79]) and academic KVS
([100]) on a many-core CPU. The fourth bar shows throughput with
a GPU-enabled KVS, MegaKV [102], ported onto our system named
GPM, to leverage PM’s persistence with 23 lines of code changes.
GPM (GPU with Persistent Memory) enables fine-grain persistence
to GPU kernels (programs). GPM improves throughput by 2.7-5.8×
over today’s multi-threaded CPU alternatives.
Many other applications, e.g., breadth-first search (BFS), image
processing (SRAD), and prefix sum (PS) benefit from fine-grained
persistence while leveraging GPU’s parallelism. They speed up by
2.8-27× over their multi-threaded CPU alternatives that use PM for
persistence (Figure 1b).
Today, if an application wishes to leverage PM’s persistence, it
would typically perform both computation on the CPU and ensure
persistence of results from the CPU. Alternatively, one can use a
GPU for computation then transfer the results to the CPU’s memory
and rely on the CPU to guarantee persistence for recoverability
in presence of failures. We call this alternative that uses GPU as
CPU-Assisted Persistence (CAP).
Unfortunately, CAP has several shortcomings. Its inability to
efficiently guarantee persistence of PM-resident data structures at
a fine granularity from the GPU impedes programmers’ abilities to
create recoverable GPU kernels. Second, GPUs accelerate computation through massive parallelism. Many benefits of parallelism
are lost by relying on the CPU to persist results of GPU computation. Third, sometimes only a fraction of data is updated during
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computation. However, which data would be updated is not known
apriori [2, 12, 14]. Since the GPU cannot directly persist results
while computing, extraneous data could be transferred to and persisted by the CPU. In short, GPU kernels today cannot harness the
full benefits of the byte-grained low-latency persistence of PM.
We thus create GPM where GPU kernels can directly manipulate
PM-resident data structures and guarantee persistence wherever
desired in the kernel without the CPU’s or OS’s help.
Currently, there is no hardware with NVM onboard the GPU. An
incarnation of GPM is still realizable without new hardware. The
NVM (Intel Optane) is placed alongside the DRAM, as in a typical
Intel Xeon server, and can be accessed by a GPU over the PCIe
interconnect. GPM leverages NVIDIA’s Uniform Virtual Address
(UVA) to map desired portions of NVM onto the virtual address space
of a GPU kernel. Kernels can access and manipulate PM-resident
data structures at byte granularity using loads and stores.
To compose programs that are recoverable in the presence of
crashes or power failures, a programmer must be able to guarantee persistence of data to PM (i.e., a persist) wherever programs’
semantics demand. A persist operation typically requires flushing
contents of volatile cache lines to PM and waiting for these flushes
to finish. Unfortunately, unlike CPUs, today’s GPUs are not designed for PM and thus, do not have instructions to flush cache
lines [34, 69]. However, we find that a fence operation with system
scope (__threadfence_system() in CUDA) ensures that all writes to
the system (host) memory before the fence are made visible to the
entire system, including the host (CPU). While the original purpose
of the fence was synchronization between the CPU and GPU, it provides the semantics needed for persist operations. This is because
in GPM, the NVM is a part of the system memory, alongside DRAM.
The system-scoped fence alone is not sufficient to create persist
operations for GPUs. Another seemingly unrelated feature stops
writes from reaching PM immediately. When an Intel Xeon processor’s Data Direct IO (DDIO) feature is enabled (default), writes to
the system memory by IO devices, e.g., NIC, GPU, are cached in
the CPU’s last level cache (LLC) [33, 44, 96] . Consequently, the
fence completes as soon as the writes reach the CPU’s volatile
LLC. GPM, therefore, selectively disables DDIO when persistence is
needed. This ensures that the system-scoped fence completes only
when the persistence of writes to PM is guaranteed.
In short, we use UVA to map PM to GPU’s address space, and
system-scoped fence with selective disabling of DDIO to create GPM
out of Xeon servers with Optane NVM and NVIDIA GPUs.
A new system is useful only if there are important use cases
for it. We find three categories of applications that benefit from
GPM. Transactions in GPU-accelerated persistent KVS and relational
databases benefit from fine-grained logging to PM. Long-running
applications that iteratively invoke GPU kernels, e.g., DNN training, benefit from faster checkpointing to PM for fault tolerance
and preemption [63]. Finally, GPM enables GPU kernels to embed
the logic to perform in-place byte-grained updates to PM-resident
data structures while ensuring they remain recoverable (consistent)
after a crash. These kernels can then resume, rather than restart
computation upon recovery from a crash. GPU-accelerated BFS
on PM-resident graphs is an example. In the process, we created
a workload suite, named GPMbench, with 9 GPU workloads that
leverage PM’s persistence.
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Our third contribution is a GPU (CUDA) library, libGPM, that
enables GPU-optimized parallel logging, checkpointing, and persist operations. The cornerstone of libGPM is the Hierarchical
Coalesced Logging (HCL), a write-ahead (undo) logging facility to
implement transactions. It incorporates two GPU-specific optimizations. 1 To scale logging for GPUs, where hundreds of thousands
of threads may attempt to insert entries into the log concurrently,
HCL mimics the GPU’s execution hierarchy of threads in the log’s
structure. This allows every GPU thread to insert an entry at specifically computed indices in the log without locking. 2 HCL leverages
the GPU’s hardware coalescer that merges parallel writes to a cache
line by a set of threads executing in lockstep. It stripes log entries
across cache-line-sized units such that logging by a set of threads
coalesces into a single write to a cache line.
Our key contributions are as follows:
• We created GPM to bring fine-grain persistence to GPUs.
• We created GPMbench workload suite with three classes of
GPU-accelerated applications leveraging PM.
• We created libGPM CUDA library for GPU-optimized logging,
checkpointing, and in-place updates and persists to PM.
• We developed GPU-optimized HCL that speeds up logging
by up to 6.1× over conventional distributed logging.
• Across diverse PM-optimized applications, including persistent KVS to BFS, GPM provides 2-27× performance improvement over their multi-threaded CPU alternatives.
• Over CAP, GPM enables performance improvements of up to
85× by leveraging GPU’s parallelism in persisting data and
by avoiding extraneous data movement.

2

BACKGROUND

Persistent memory: Intel’s Optane Persistent Memory [37] is the
first commercially available NVM technology that enables PM by
allowing load/store accesses and persistence. Optane’s access times
are only 3-10× of DRAM [41] and it is much denser – supporting
up to 3TB on a single socket [77]. A challenge for applications
using PM is ensuring recoverability – maintaining consistency of
PM-resident data structures in the face of a crash [18]. Persistence
alone does not guarantee recoverability. Updates to PM could be
cached in the processors’ volatile caches. Consequently, the order
in which data is written to the cache could be different from the
order it reaches the PM. For example, failure during insertion into
a doubly-linked list could lead to dangling pointers if the pointer
update reaches PM before the data.
A persist operation is needed to guarantee writes to PM are
durable. It is typically implemented using a combination of a flush
and a drain operation. The x86 CPU architectures provide instructions (e.g., CLFLUSHOPT) that flush a cache line to memory [32]. Alternatively, one can eschew benefits of caching using non-temporal
(nt) stores to bypass caches. Durability, however, is only guaranteed
when the flush (or nt store) is followed by a drain, e.g., SFENCE,
that ensures pending flushes (or nt stores) are complete [82].
CPU’s memory controllers’ (MCs) ADR (Asynchronous DRAM
Refresh) feature helps in hiding higher latency of NVM writes
by buffering writes in a capacitor-backed on-chip Write-Pending
Queue (WPQ). Durability is guaranteed as soon as writes are buffered
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in WPQ. As long as free entries exist in the WPQ the extra latency
of writing to NVM is hidden.
GPU’s execution hierarchy: GPU’s hardware resources are arranged in a hierarchy to scale to massive parallelism. Streaming
multiprocessors (SMs) are its basic compute blocks. SMs contain
many SIMD units that share an L1 cache and scratchpad. A GPUs
contain tens of SMs. All SMs in a GPU share a L2 cache. GPU programming languages also expose an execution hierarchy. In CUDA,
a thread runs on a single lane of a SIMD unit. A set of threads (e.g.,
32), typically executing in lockstep forms a warp. When threads in
a warp execute SIMD loads/stores whose addresses fall on the same
cache line (typically 128 bytes in GPU), the hardware coalesces
them into a single cache access. Many warps make a threadblock
that executes on a SM. Finally, work is dispatched to a GPU at the
granularity of a grid (kernel) having several threadblocks.
Since GPU’s L1 caches are not kept coherent, GPUs provide fence
instructions (e.g., __threadfence) to order memory operations for
ensuring visibility of writes to other threads when desired [59].
Leveraging the execution hierarchy, GPUs added the ability to perform synchronization within only a subset of threads. For example,
in CUDA, fence operations support three different scopes – block,
device and system. An operation with a given scope is only guaranteed to be visible to threads within the scope of that operation.
For example, a device-scope operation is only guaranteed to affect
threads of a kernel on a GPU. The system scope affects all GPU and
CPU threads, and those in other GPUs for multi-GPU kernels.

3

THE CASE FOR GPM AND ITS DESIGN

Before the advent of NVM technologies, only the filesystems atop
block-storage devices could guarantee persistence. This would typically involve writing to a file and then issuing an fsync or an msync
syscall for persistence. In contrast, the data on NVM can be mapped
onto an application’s address space. Applications can directly access that data using loads and stores and then guarantee persistence
using user-space cache flush and drain when desired. The direct
access to PM created a new class of CPU applications that provide
fine-grain recoverability after a crash or a power failure [19, 64, 93].
Unfortunately, direct access to PM is still beyond the GPU’s reach.
Even on systems with PM, if a GPU kernel desires to persist results, it
is forced to rely on the CPU to do so. Figure 2(a) depicts how a GPUaccelerated application can persist results of GPU computation
today, in three broad steps. 1 The GPU driver moves data from
GPU’s device memory to CPU’s DRAM using DMA. 2 The CPU
then copies the data from host DRAM to the NVM. 3 The CPU
finally guarantees the persistence of the data to PM by evicting
contents from caches. We refer to this three step process as CPUAssisted Persistence or CAP.
CAP can be realized in multiple ways. One could rely entirely
on the filesystem, which we name CAP-fs. Here, after results are
DMA-ed to DRAM, the CPU writes the results to a PM-resident file,
and then guarantees persistence using fsync(). Alternatively, a PMresident file can be memory-mapped onto the CPU’s address space.
The results can be transferred from GPU’s memory to the memorymapped file using cudaMemcpy. However, cudaMemcpy would not
move the data directly to the file. Instead, it internally uses a pinned
memory on DRAM as a bounce buffer to copy data without the
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possibility of page-faults [68]. It would copy data from GPU to
the buffer and then write it to the file. Finally, CPU threads issue
cache flushes and drains to guarantee persistence. This approach
limits OS overheads but still relies on the CPU for persistence. We
name it CAP-mm. Note that CAP-mm cannot use non-temporal stores
because the CPU is not generating the data to be written. The data
comes to the LLC from the GPU.
Limitations of CAP: 1 The inability to directly access PM-resident
data structures and persist while computing results (i.e., in-kernel
persistence) precludes programmers from writing fine-grain recoverable GPU kernels. 2 GPUs accelerate applications through massive
parallelism. By relying on CPUs to persist results of GPU computation, many of the benefits of parallelism are lost. 3 The lack of
in-kernel persistence could lead to write-amplification. Sometimes,
only a part of the data that a kernel computes upon would be updated and, thus, persisted (e.g., parts of a KVS). There is no way for
a GPU programmer to efficiently transfer and selectively persist
results to PM at byte granularities.

3.1

GPM’s design philosophy

We therefore envision a system where GPUs can directly write
and persist data to PM with no CPU involvement. We name it
GPU with Persistent Memory (GPM). Figure 2(b) depicts how GPM
works without CPU’s assistance. It uses NVIDIA’s Unified Virtual
Address [67] to map desired parts of PM onto the GPU’s virtual
address space. This allows a GPU kernel to issue loads/stores to
PM-resident data structures. To guarantee persistence from within
a kernel, we use a system-scoped fence instruction that guarantees writes to the system memory are visible to the entire system
(__threadfence_system() in CUDA). Although modern servers’ (e.g.,
Intel Xeons’) memory controllers are ADR-enabled, guaranteeing
visibility of writes is not enough to guarantee persistence due to
DDIO [33, 44]. When DDIO is enabled (default), GPU’s writes to system memory are cached in CPU’s LLCs. They do not immediately
proceed to the memory controllers [44]. Thus, GPM selectively turns
off DDIO for GPUs when persistence is desired.

3.2

Understanding benefits of GPM

GPM’s ability to persist data to PM at byte granularities from a GPU

enables fine-grain recoverable kernels. Consider kernels to compute
the prefix-sum of large arrays that form the backbone for many
scientific and sorting applications. They can leverage fine-grain
recoverability to resume instead of restarting computation after a
crash (more in § 4.3). GPM also enhances programmability since
kernels can persist (intermediate) results without coordinating with
the CPU. One may wonder if fine-grain recoverability and ease of
programmability comes at a performance cost over CAP’s coarsergrain persistence. We analyze this performance question next.
Parallelism in persisting data: The key sale of a GPU is its massive parallelism that can hide longer latencies. An individual write,
followed by system-scoped fence from a GPU can take longer than
flushing a CPU cache line, followed by a drain [66]. However, a
GPU can use massive parallelism to hide larger latency. To quantitatively demonstrate this, we create a microbenchmark that writes
and persists 1 GB of data from the GPU to PM. On GPM, we vary the
number of GPU threads, writing and persisting data at an 8-byte
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Figure 2: Overviews of CAP and GPM. Dotted lines denote natural cache evictions.
granularity. On CAP-mm, we vary the number of CPU threads to
persist at a coarse granularity. Data is equally partitioned among
the CPU threads, where each persists its portion at once.
Figure 3(a) shows how the microbenchmark speeds up with
increasing number of CPU threads on CAP-mm. It plateaus at 1.47×
over single-threaded persistence. Figure 3(b) shows the same on
GPM with an increasing number of GPU threads. GPM’s performance
scales to 4× over the single-threaded CAP-mm. While a GPU can
have many more threads, it typically supports a limited number
of concurrent operations on the PCIe [1]. Thus, it does not scale
beyond a point. In general, however, the experiment shows how
GPM can use parallelism to hide the latency of writing and persisting
better than CAP even at a finer grain.
Selective persistence: GPM enables kernels to selectively persist
only as much data, and as and when needed by the program semantics for recoverability. Consider, batched SETs to a PM-resident
KVS containing hundreds of millions of key-value pairs. The SETs
running on the GPU would update only a fraction of those pairs.
However, which pairs would be updated are known only upon computing the indices. Thanks to the fine-grained in-kernel persistence
offered by GPM, a kernel can persist only the updated entries as the
indices are computed.
On CAP however, guaranteeing persistence from within a kernel at a byte granularity is not possible. Consequently, after the
execution of SETs on GPU, the entire KVS (or sections of it) needs
to be transferred to CPU memory and be persisted by the CPU.
While smaller granularities of transfer can moderate extraneous
data movement in a few applications, the overhead of initiating
fine-grain transfers from the CPU remains high enough to nullify any scope for improvement [61]. In general, applications with
input-dependent irregular memory accesses can potentially incur
extraneous data movement [2, 12, 14].
Direct access to PM: An obvious benefit of GPM is its ability to
manipulate PM-resident data structures using direct loads and stores
from the GPU. Hundreds of thousands of GPU threads can perform
loads/stores concurrently to hide the latency of accessing PM. In
contrast, flushing updates to PM via the CPU could have required
thousands of CPU cache line flushes at a 64-byte granularity for
even a few MBs of data. CPU’s limited ability to hide latency adds
to CAP’s overheads.
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Figure 3: Scaling of persistence.

Discussions

Alternatives to GPM: We are not the first to foresee the usefulness
of non-volatility to GPU. However, no system today brings the bytegrained low-latency persistence of PM to the GPU. For example,
NVIDIA’s GPUDirect Storage [89] and its precursor SPIN [10] enable
direct transfer of data between NVMe SSDs and GPU memory using
DMA. They are applicable to block-storage devices with DMA. They
also do not have a way to explicitly guarantee persistence of data
at byte granularities. Further, GPUfs exposes file-related system
calls (e.g., gread, gwrite) to GPU kernels [87]. GAIA focuses on
consistency protocols for sharing memory-mapped files across the
CPU and the GPU [13]. Both GPUfs and GAIA rely on the CPU and
the OS to persist data to storage, like in CAP. In § 6.1, we further
quantitatively compare against GPUfs.
Impact of upcoming technologies on GPM’s design: Intel recently announced eADR (enhanced ADR) feature in their future
server processors [36]. This hardware feature, along with 2nd generation Optane NVM will drain the entire contents of CPU caches
to PM on power failures [3, 27, 36, 39]. This feature will obviate
the need to flush cache blocks from CPU’s caches in order to guarantee persistence in future processors. However, the fence is still
needed to maintain ordering of writes to PM [39]. On a system with
eADR, GPM would not require to disable DDIO to guarantee persistence of GPU writes. This is because persistence is guaranteed
once the GPU writes reaches CPU’s LLC. This will improve GPM
performance significantly. On the other hand, for CAP, cache blocks
would not need to be explicitly flushed to the PM but fences are still
needed as mentioned earlier. In Section 6, we quantitatively project
performance of GPM and CAP on a future system with eADR and
show GPM remains useful.
Another key emerging technology is Compute Express Link
(CXL) [80] – an open industry standard for interconnect enabling
coherence and memory semantics between the CPU, GPUs and
other memory devices for building disaggregated systems. CXL 2.0
provides support for PM and allows devices to directly (de-)allocate
data on CXL-attached PM. CXL 2.0 provides a Global Persistent
Flush (GPF) instruction that allows PM-aware applications to flush
their data to the CXL-attached PM. However, GPF can only be
issued from the host CPU and it flushes all persistent data from
all device caches. In short, CXL-attached PM alone cannot enable
fine-grain, in-kernel persistence from a GPU. We believe the design
principles of GPM can be extended to CXL-attached PM.

GPM: Leveraging Persistent Memory from a GPU
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Table 1: GPMbench: Workloads for GPM.

Transactional

Workload
Key-value Store
(gpKVS) [43, 79,
102]
GPU-accelerated
DB (gpDB) [6]

Iterative long-running

DNN Training
(DNN) [71, 88]
Computational
Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) [15]
Black-Scholes
(BLK) [70]

Native

Hotspot
(HS) [15]
Breadth-First
Search (BFS) [25]
SRAD [25]
Prefix Sum
(PS) [70]

4

Data structure on PM
Input set; size
Key-value store (25 batches
of 2M SETs and, 100
batches of 2M 95:5
GET:SET; 4.1GB)
Relational DB table (50M
row insert, 2.5M row
update; 3GB)
Checkpoint weights, biases
(MNIST dataset [53];
3.2MB)
Checkpoint flux,
momentum, etc. (Surface
of missile; 8.9MB)
Checkpoint predicted
prices (256M stock options;
4GB)
Checkpoint temperatures
(16K * 16K power and temp
matrix; 2GB)
Input graph, search
sequence, cost (USA road
network; 1GB)
Diffuse noise per pixel
(128K * 1K; 3GB)
Integer arrays (1K * 1M
integers; 4GB)

Parallel op on PM
Batched parallel
SET and GET
operations
Insertion and
updation of
individual rows
Calculation of
weights and biases
Compute flux,
momentum at each
point
Calculating price of
individual options
Estimating
temperature
Calculating cost
from source for
each node
Output image,
diffusion matrix
Partial and final
sum

GPMBENCH: USE CASES FOR GPM

NVM technologies enable both persistence and higher capacity.

While it is easy to appreciate that many GPU applications could
leverage larger memory capacity, it is less obvious which ones
would benefit from both GPU’s parallelism and persistence. Thus,
a goal of this work is to identify such use cases.
We identify 9 such GPU-accelerated applications and kernels
(referred to as workloads). These workloads, listed in Table 1, are
chosen from well-known benchmark suites and open-source applications [6, 15, 25, 70]. We modified them to use PM and named
this suite GPMbench. The workloads are categorized into three
classes based on their use of persistence. The table also lists the
key operations in each workload that leverage both parallelism and
persistence. We report the minimal set of data structures that are
persisted for meaningful recovery after a crash for each workload.
The rest are mapped on the volatile memory for better performance.
We will open-source GPMbench to aid future research in the area.

4.1

Transactional updates to PM

Arguably, a transaction is the most common way for software to
persist data in a recoverable manner, by ensuring the atomicity and
durability of the updates. Logging is the primary mechanism to
achieve these properties of a transaction.
Researchers have explored persistent KVS on PM [43, 55, 79, 103]
and GPU-accelerated KVS [102] in isolation. GPM makes it possible to leverage them together. A PM-resident KVS can leverage
higher capacity of PM and also utilize persistence for fault tolerance [43, 55, 79]. GPUs on the other hand, enable high throughput
for batched SETs and GETs [102]. Transactions are typically used
for recoverability when servicing SETs [38, 79, 100]. We extended a
GPU-accelerated KVS, called MegaKV [102], to execute transactions
of batched SETs and GETs on GPM (gpKVS).

Databases are one of the biggest proponents of transactions. Today’s GPU-accelerated databases such as OmniSci [74], Virginian [6],
and HippogriffDB [56] increase throughput of business analystics
queries by executing primarily SELECT queries and perform database searches on GPU. However, they typically avoid executing
transactions that modify the database as there is no efficient way
to directly persist results from the GPU. GPM changes that. We
extended Virginian GPU-accelerated database to implement transactions for batched update and insert queries covering millions of
rows of a PM-resident relational database table (gpDB). In § 5, we detail our CUDA library that implements GPU-optimized write-ahead
logging for creating transactions.

4.2

Iterative long-running kernels

Many long-running GPU-accelerated applications iteratively invoke kernels and checkpoint intermediate results for fault tolerance
and for early termination. For example, DNN training often checkpoints partially trained weights and biases [63]. Checkpointing
performance assumes heightened importance due to increasing
training time of ever growing DNN models. Besides hardware and
software failures, the use of cheaper preemptible VMs in public
clouds for training makes job interruptions more frequent [65]. Consequently, DNN training needs fine-grain checkpointing to avoid
loss of computing [63]. On GPM, such applications benefit from fast
checkpointing to PM without CPU overheads. In GPMbench, we
use NVIDIA’s cuDNN kernels [71] to train a LeNet model [52] on
the MNIST image data set [53]. After a user-defined number (e.g.,
10) of forward and backward passes, we checkpoint the weights
and biases of the partially trained model on the PM.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) kernels are often iteratively
invoked by long-running HPC applications. The CFD kernel, drawn
from the Rodinia suite [15], implements a grid solver for Euler equation for inviscid and compression flow. The flux, momentum, and
density are computed over many timesteps. We periodically checkpoint these to PM. Further, as listed in Table 1, financial applications
like Black-Scholes and simulation applications like Hotspot can
checkpoint results of intermediate computations for fault tolerance.

4.3

Native persistence

GPM enables a new class of GPU kernels that performs fine-grain
in-place updates to PM-resident data structures. The kernel that

performs computation also persists (intermediate) results for recoverability. Thus, the persistence is native to it.
Consider a GPU-accelerated breadth-first search [25]. The kernel
persists the node search sequence and cost of traversal for each
node on PM. On a crash, applications using BFS can use the persisted
partial traversals and the search sequence to resume the traversal.
Prefix sum is another kernel that is often used in applications such
as sorting networks and benefits from fine-grained persistence. It
outputs an array on PM, where each element at index ‘j’ contains
the sum of all elements of the input array preceding ‘j’. The kernel
divides the array into subarrays and assigns each subarray to a
threadblock to compute its prefix sum. The partial sums are then
used to compute the global sum. Another application SRAD (Table 1)
benefits from GPM too but we omit details for brevity.
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Table 2: libGPM APIs.
Caller
Primitive

CPU
GPU
CPU

Logging
GPU

Checkpointing

CPU

Function
gpm_map(path, size, create)
gpm_unmap(path, addr, size)
gpm_persist_begin() / gpm_persist_end()
gpm_persist()
gpmlog_create_conv(path, size, n_partition)
gpmlog_create_hcl(path, size, blocks, threads)
gpmlog_open(path) / gpmlog_close(log)
gpmlog_insert(log, addr, size, partition = -1)
gpmlog_read(log, addr, size, partition = -1)
gpmlog_remove(log, size, partition = -1)
gpmlog_clear(log, partition = -1)
gpmcp_create(path, size, elements, groups)
gpmcp_open(path) / gpmcp_close(cp)
gpmcp_register(cp, addr, size, group)
gpmcp_checkpoint(cp, group)
gpmcp_restore(cp, group)

We also note that it is important to avoid unnecessary accesses
to PM for better performance since accesses to PM are slow. Hence,
read-only data structures, e.g., input graph in BFS, are read onto
GPU’s device memory (HBM) once, without affecting recoverability.
No single platform suits all types of applications perfectly. During our exploration, we found applications that are less suitable for
GPM. Consider computation of binomial options, a pricing model for
options valuation in financial markets [84]. In its GPU-accelerated
computation, threads in a threadblock coordinate to compute a single value which is written by a single thread of a threadblock [48].
That leaves little parallelism to exploit in writing and persisting data
to PM. GPM’s fine-grained persistence brings fine-grained recoverability. However, GPM needs parallelism for good performance.

5

LIBGPM: THE LIBRARY ENABLING GPM

Our third key contribution is a CUDA library to aid programmers
in leveraging GPM. We name it libGPM. libGPM abstracts away
complex persistence logic and low-level GPU details from the programmer while providing GPU- and PM-specific optimizations for
manipulating persistent data structures. Table 2 lists libGPM’s API,
categorized by usage type.

5.1

Persistency primitives

First, libGPM enables allocation/deallocation of persistent memory
using gpm_map and gpm_unmap. Typically, the memory needed
for GPU kernels is statically allocated or deallocated on the CPU,
before and after a kernel launch. Therefore, we do the same for
allocating PM. To allocate memory on PM, a PM-resident file is
memory-mapped using Intel PMDK’s libpmem library [35]. Using
CUDA’s UVA [83], it maps the newly allocated memory to the GPU’s
address space, enabling direct access to PM via loads/stores. Memory
is deallocated by unmapping the address range and the file.
Intel Xeon processors use DDIO [33] to cache writes from GPU in
the LLC. This would break the persistence guarantee on GPM. Our
library provides gpm_persist_begin() and gpm_persist_end(), that
switches DDIO off and on for the GPU by writing to the I/O register
perfctrlsts_0 [22]. The persistence guarantees by the library are
valid only inside the regions marked by these routines, typically
placed before and after a kernel launch.
The gpm_persist() routine ensures prior writes by a GPU thread
are made persistent. It uses the system-scoped fence operation to
wait until data reaches the system memory (i.e., CPU’s memory
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chunk of a log entry for nth thread in a warp.
controllers) over the PCIe. This is sufficient to guarantee persistence
in GPM implemented on a server with Intel Xeon processors having
ADR-enabled memory controllers.

5.2

Enabling logging to PM from GPUs

Logging is a key functionality that enables atomicity and durablity
for transactional updates [62]. We implement write-ahead undo
logging, where the undo log is persisted before an update. Efficiently
scaling logging to GPU’s hundreds of thousands of threads is a
significant challenge.
Conventional logging on CPU typically uses sequential, lockbased accesses to a log file, but is impractical for parallel systems
due to serialization overheads. Prior works [9, 11, 94] have proposed
keeping multiple distributed log files (partitions). Insertion of log
entries to different partitions can proceed concurrently, but that to
the same partition is serialized. We improve upon this to avoid all
serialization with two key GPU-specific optimizations as follows.
The execution in a GPU follows a hierarchy of warp, threadblock,
and grid to scale to massive parallelism. We posit that logging on
GPU should mimic the same hierarchy to harness its parallelism.
Next, we observe that the GPU is optimized for SIMD execution.
For example, 32 threads in a warp execute in lockstep, and the
GPU hardware coalesces loads/stores that fall on the same 128-byte,
aligned block into fewer load/store operations. This is critical to
performance; accessing host memory over the PCIe is slow, and
thus, the lesser the number of accesses the better is the performance.
Prior work also demonstrated that PCIe is better utilized when a
warp accesses data at a 128-byte, aligned granularity [1].
Driven by these observations, we design GPU-optimized logging
as Hierarchical Coalesced Logging (HCL). In HCL, each GPU thread
logs the data it is to modify in a data-parallel manner. HCL divides
a PM-resident log file such that each thread has a unique offset to
insert its entry. Consequently, threads can concurrently insert log
entries without locks. We first explain how HCL achieves this by
assuming each thread inserts only a 4-byte entry into the log and
relax this constraint later.
Figure 4 depicts how the GPU’s execution hierarchy is reflected
in the structure of the HCL’s log. It also shows how HCL leverages
hardware coalescing while writing log entries from each warp. A log
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__global__ void insert_into_kvs(...) {
int hash = getHash(data.key);
int loc = getLocation(hash, threadId % THRD_GRP_SZ);
if (loc != -1) {
log_entry entry;
entry.hash = hash;
entry.loc = loc;
entry.key = kvs[hash].key[loc];
entry.value = kvs[hash].value[loc];
gpmlog_insert(&entry, sizeof(log_entry));
kvs[hash].key[loc]
= data.key;
kvs[hash].value[loc] = data.value;
gpm_persist();
}
}

(a) Simplified application kernel in CUDA.
1
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__global__ void recover(...) {
log_entry entry;
gpmlog_read(log, &entry, sizeof(log_entry));
int hash
= entry.hash;
int loc
= entry.loc;
kvs[hash].key[loc]
= entry.key;
kvs[hash].value[loc] = entry.value;
gpm_persist();
gpmlog_remove(log, sizeof(log_entry));
}

(b) Recovery kernel in CUDA.
Figure 6: Use of logging in gpKVS application.

file is divided into 4-byte chunks with each thread logging 4-bytes
of data into the log at a time. Since the GPU coalesces accesses
to a 128-byte block [30], writes to the log by threads in a warp
becomes a single store. This also improves NVM’s endurance. As
shown in the figure, each warp has a specific cache-line-aligned
offset in the log to insert its entries. Similarly, each threadblock has
a specific region in a log for inserting entries generated by its warps.
In short, the offset of 4-byte chunk within a log where a thread will
insert its entry is uniquely calculated based on its thread, warp, and
threadblock ID. Thus, HCL needs no serialization.
If each thread needs to log more than 4 bytes, HCL stripes log
entries across multiple blocks (Figure 5). Striping keeps the benefits
of HCL and employs a sequence of SIMD stores to insert log entries.
In a SIMD store, each thread in a warp inserts a 4-byte chunk of log
into a stripe for that warp. For failure-atomicity, the entire entry or
none of it should be visible in the log after a crash. Thus, a thread
persists its entry, then increments and persists a tail index of its log.
This tail index acts as the sentinel for the logs used during recovery.
The size of the individual log entry is known statically based on
the data being logged. Therefore, the number of stripes needed is
known apriori. Further, in typical GPU-accelerated software, (likely)
parallel tasks (e.g., thousands of key-value pair insertions in gpKVS)
are launched on to the GPU in batches. The number of parallel
tasks and thus, the number of GPU threads are known at the kernel
launch. Consequently, the number of logging threads and their
offset into HCL’s log is known before the kernel starts execution.
The gpmlog_insert routine can be invoked by a GPU thread
to insert a log entry. The routine calculates the offset in the log
for inserting the entry based on the calling thread’s IDs. It also
correctly persists the log entry by invoking gpm_persist. In short,
the intricacies of HCL and that of ensuring persistence are abstracted
away from programmers.
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HCL is useful for parallelly logging a massive amount of data,
but not for logging small metadata (e.g., the table size). Metadata
is typically logged by one thread in a threadblock or a warp. Thus,
libGPM supports both conventional logging and HCL. The routine gpmlog_create_conv creates log partitions with conventional
logging and gpmlog_create_hcl creates partitions for HCL. While
inserting an entry into a conventional log, instead of calculating
the log offset, the gpmlog_insert routine automatically appends the
entry to the specified log partition after acquiring a lock. Table 2
lists the full API for logging.
Example use of logging: We demonstrate how libGPM’s logging
APIs can be used for implementing transactions with the help of
code snippets. Figure 6(a) shows a (simplified) CUDA kernel for
recoverable batched insertions in gpKVS. This code is executed by
every thread of the kernel. Before the kernel begins execution, a flag
is set and persisted to indicate that a transaction on the GPU is active
(not shown). gpKVS, which is derived from MegaKV [102], uses an
8-way set-associative structure as the KVS to limit collisions. Each
thread calculates an insertion position (a set) by hashing the key
(line 2). A group of eight threads (THRD_GRP_SZ=8) then coordinates
to select one of the ways in the set and thus, the thread in the group
that will insert the entry (line 3). The selected thread (line 4) creates
a log entry with the current pair in the selected location (line 5-9)
and inserts it into the log (line 10). The insertion routine ensures
persistence of the log entry. The new pair is inserted into the KVS
(line 11-12), then persisted (line 13).
Recovery using logs: On a crash, gpKVS undoes the last batch
of partially completed batched insertions. During the recovery, if
the transaction flag is not set, the crash did not occur during an
active insertion, and logs can be truncated. Otherwise, the logs
are used to undo the partial inserts. Figure 6(b) shows a simplified
CUDA code of this recovery logic. Each GPU thread is responsible
for undoing a single insertion in the failed batched insertion. Each
thread reads one of the key-value pairs from the log (lines 2-3). The
corresponding location in the KVS for a pair is obtained in line 4-5.
That location is updated with the logged entry, i.e., previous value
(line 6-7) and is persisted (line 8). To ensure recoverability during
recovery itself, the log entry is only removed after successfully
updating and persisting the gpKVS (line 9).

5.3

Enabling checkpointing to PM for GPUs

The library enables an application to associate semantically related
data structures with a checkpoint group. It exposes an API (Table 2)
for a programmer to checkpoint and restore data structures in
a given group together. Different groups of data structures are
checkpointed/restored independently.
The gpmcp_create routine creates a checkpoint file and initializes the checkpoint’s internal structures. The checkpoint structures are 128-byte aligned to maximize bandwidth to the NVM and
across the PCIe. Users must specify the size of the data being checkpointed, the number of groups, and elements per group for the
checkpoint. Checkpoint files are opened and closed from the CPU
using gpmcp_open, and gpmcp_close. Once a checkpoint is created,
the programmer should register data structures to checkpoint using
gpmcp_register routine. Internally, the library notes the address and
size of the data structure and its group.
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void dnn_training(...) {
// d_weights is checkpointed in cp_weights
gpmcp *cp_weights;
if (!RECOVERY_MODE) {
cp_weights = gpmcp_create("./file_weights",
size_weights, numElements, numGroups);
gpm_register(cp_weights, d_weights,
size_weights, groupId);
}
else {
cp_weights = gpmcp_open("./file_weights");
gpm_register(cp_weights, d_weights,
size_weights, groupId);
gpmcp_restore(cp_weights, groupId);
}
while(!training_done) {
... // Calculation
gpmcp_checkpoint(cp_weights, groupId);
}
}
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__global__ void partial_sums(...) {
// Partial sum of last thread in block exists, skip
if(pm_p_sums[(blkId + 1) * blkSize - 1] != EMPTY)
return;
// Compute partial sum for each thread
...
// All but last thread in block persist partial sum
if(blkThreadId != blkSize - 1) {
pm_p_sums[globalThreadId] = thread_p_sum;
gpm_persist();
}
__syncthreads(); // threadblock barrier
// Last thread in block persists partial sum
if(blkThreadId == blkSize - 1) {
pm_p_sums[globalThreadId] = thread_p_sum;
gpm_persist();
}
}
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Figure 8: Native persistence in prefix sum kernel.
Figure 7: Use of checkpointing for iterative GPU programs.

To initiate checkpointing, gpmcp_checkpoint should be called
with a checkpoint group ID. This routine launches a GPU kernel
that copies registered data structures of the group to PM. The routine gpmcp_restore copies the data from the PM-resident checkpoint
to the corresponding volatile data structures on the device. The library internally employs double buffering, where two checkpointed
copies of each data structure are kept on PM. One is the ‘consistent’
copy, while the other is the ‘working’ copy. When a checkpoint is initiated, data is copied into the working copy. On completion, libGPM
persists the working copy, and atomically marks it as the consistent
copy and vice-versa. The routine internally uses gpm_persist to
persist checkpoints.
Figure 7 shows checkpointing in the DNN training application.
Here, ‘cp_weights’ is a checkpoint for checkpointing DNN’s weights,
while ‘d_weights’ is the volatile data structure containing weights.
A programmer first creates a checkpoint file on PM for the weights
(lines 5-6) and then registers ‘d_weights’ with the checkpoint (lines
7-8), associating it with groupId. On reaching the checkpoint directive (line 18), ‘d_weights’ is checkpointed as it belongs to groupId.
Recovery: To resume computation, we need to reconstruct the
data structures from the last consistent copy of a persisted checkpoint. A programmer first opens an existing checkpoint file (line
11). Upon a crash, the mappings between the checkpointed copies
of data structures and the addresses of those structures in process’s
address space are lost. The library, thus, relies on the order of registration of data structures to a checkpoint for identifying which data
structure a checkpointed structure should be restored to. Hence,
the programmer should maintain the same order of registering data
structures during restoration (lines 12-13). Then, a programmer can
use gpmcp_restore (line 14) to restore from a checkpoint. However,
pointer-based data structures cannot be checkpointed.

5.4

Enabling native persistence for GPUs

Native persistence workloads do not require any additional support
than what already described. To demonstrate how such applications
leverage libGPM for recoverability, we use the example of computing the prefix sum of an array. The input array is divided among the
threadblocks, and each thread in the threadblock finds the prefix
sum for a single element within the subarray, called partial sums.

Table 3: Configuration of the experimental platform.
CPU
GPU
DRAM
NVM
Interconnect
Software

4× Intel Xeon Gold 6242 (4 × 16 cores) @ 2.80GHz
NVIDIA Titan RTX (72 SMs, 24 GB GDDR6)
768 GB DDR4 @ 2933 MHz
8 x 128 GB Intel Optane NVDIMM
PCIe 3.0 ×16
Ubuntu 20.04, CUDA 11, PMDK 1.8, ext4-DAX

Figure 8 shows the CUDA snippet for prefix sum kernel. A persistent copy of each thread’s partial sum is kept in the pm_p_sums
array. At the start, threads check whether PM contains the partial
sum for the last thread in the threadblock (line 3). We shall later see
why. If not, each thread computes its partial sum. All threads except
the last thread in a threadblock store and persist their partial sums
into the pm_p_sums array (lines 9-10). The threads then wait at a
threadblock barrier to ensure all completed their calculations (line
12). Then the last thread in the threadblock updates and persists its
partial sum (lines 15-16).
Recovery: These workloads do not need separate recovery programs as the recovery logic is embedded within the workloads
themselves. Consider prefix sum, the partial sum of the last thread
in the threadblock is persisted only after all the other threads of the
threadblock have finished persisting their sums. Therefore, after
a crash, if a value is present in the array for the last thread (line
3), then all the threads would have had their values persisted. No
recomputation is needed for that threadblock. Otherwise, recomputation is required for the subarray assigned to that threadblock.
Lines of code changed: As libGPM encapsulate intricacies of
programming GPM, only limited modifications are needed for application kernels to leverage GPM. On average, 14 LOC changes were
needed per application. Implementation of UPDATEs required most
changes at 33 LOC, while prefix-sum required only 7 LOC.

6

EVALUATION

We implemented GPM on a system with Intel Xeon processors,
Optane NVM and an NVIDIA GPU. Table 3 details the system.

6.1

Performance

We compare the performance of GPM with CAP-fs and CAP-mm –
today’s options for GPU applications to use PM’s persistence. Recall
both CAP systems rely on the CPU to persist results of GPU computation. While the former relies on the filesystem for persistence, the

Speedup over CAP-fs
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Figure 9: Speedup of CAP-mm, GPM, GPUfs normalized to CAPfs. (*) indicates unsupported by GPUfs.
Table 4: Write-amplification (WA) in CAP over GPM.
Transactional
gpDB (I) gpDB (U)
39.38×
1.27×
19.88×

gpKVS
WA

Checkpointing
All workloads
1.00×

Native
All workloads
1.00×

latter uses user-space cache flush and drain. We use PM-optimized
ext4-DAX filesystem for CAP [75]. CAP-mm uses 2-32 CPU threads
for persisting data. We choose the number of threads that provide
the best performance for a given application. Later in the section,
we also compare with a related academic work, GPUfs [87].
Figure 9 reports the speedups normalized to CAP-fs. There are
up to three bars for each application: CAP-mm, GPM and GPUfs (*
if failed to execute). Applications are divided into clusters by their
type – transactional, long-running iterative kernels (checkpointing),
and native persistence. We evaluate gpKVS with 100% SETs, a.k.a.,
gpKVS and with 95% GETs and 5% SETs, a.k.a., gpKVS (95:5). For gpDB,
we show the numbers for INSERTs (gpDB (I)) and UPDATEs (gpDB (U))
separately as they exhibit distinct behaviors. We observe that CAPmm improves performance over CAP-fs by 2× for gpKVS. This shows
the benefits of avoiding OS overheads and that of parallelism in
persisting data from the CPU.
Next, we focus on GPM. We observe that gpKVS speeds up by 7-8×
on GPM over CAP-fs and by 4× over CAP-mm (Figure 9). GPM’s ability
to persist only the updated/new entries in the PM-resident KVS, due
to its in-kernel selective persistence, is key to its performance. The
indices in KVS that would be updated become known only upon
computation in the kernel. These indices are often sparsely spread
over tens of millions of KVS entries. On CAP, the entire KVS or its
pre-defined large chunks have to be transferred to and be persisted
from the CPU due to CAP’s inability to directly persist updates
from a GPU kernel at a byte granularity. Table 4 lists the amount
of extraneous data persisted, i.e., write-amplification (WA), by CAP
over GPM. We observe that CAP persists 39× more data, explaining
GPM’s performance advantage for gpKVS. In gpKVS (95:5), GPM’s
advantages over CAP moderates as expected. GETs run in the same
way on both CAP and GPM as they do not update data. GPM’s
features are useful when data is modified and needs to be persisted
in a recoverable manner. However, GETs are mostly served out of
the GPU’s fast HBM while SETs involve persisting data to PM which
dominates the runtime. Consequently, even with 5% SETs, GPM
improves throughput.
Next, we observe that INSERTs and UPDATEs get faster by 3.6×
and 2.6× over CAP-mm, respectively, on GPM. While speedup numbers for both types of queries are similar, the reasons are different.
For INSERTs, the newly inserted rows are added at the end of the
table. GPM utilizes GPU’s parallelism to write millions of new rows

and persist them in parallel from the kernel. In contrast, CAP designs are unable to leverage GPU’s parallelism as it persists from
the CPU. Further, initializing the DMA engine and transferring
rows from GPU to CPU memory adds overheads.
For UPDATEs, similar to gpKVS, GPM’s ability to selectively persist
only the updated rows from the GPU helps it speed up over alternatives. As in gpKVS, the updated rows of the relational table can
be distributed over millions of rows and their locations are known
only upon computation. Thus, the ability to selectively persist data
at byte granularities from the GPU helps avoid write-amplification.
The same is evident from write-amplification reported in Table 4 –
CAP-mm incurs ∼ 20× more data transfer and persisting than GPM.
Beyond performance, GPM provides stronger recoverability due
to fine-grained logging from GPU. On CAP, there was no logging
and thus, it cannot guarantee recoverability if a crash happens
during the process of persisting results to the PM.
Figure 9 next shows speedups for checkpointing long-running
iterative workloads. Checkpointing speeds up on GPM by 11-18×.
Here, the benefits stem from the GPU’s massive parallelism in directly writing the checkpoint to PM. In contrast, software overheads
of initiating DMA and writing the checkpoint to PM using few CPU
threads throttles the performance on CAP. Note that both CAP and
GPM persist an equal amount of data as the size of checkpoint does
not change (write-amplification=1). Note that speedups in the total
execution time that includes time to both compute and checkpoint
intermediate results depends upon the chosen checkpointing frequency. For example, the DNN training speeds up by 61% and
40%, when we checkpointed weights and biases after every 10th
and 20th pass, respectively. In the specific case of DNN training,
it takes about 8.26 milliseconds to run 10 iterations. Whereas it
takes 0.221 milliseconds to checkpoint and 0.342 milliseconds to
restore from the checkpoint. This demonstrate how GPM can make
checkpointing feasible even at a fine granualrity. In general, various workloads’ total execution times improved by 19%-122% over
different checkpointing frequencies.
Finally, native persistence workloads speed up by 5-85×. Most
prominent is BFS. It is an iterative kernel (here, 6000 iterations)
that persists costs of visited nodes and queues after every iteration.
The overheads of initiating DMA at every iteration and persisting
via CPU are significant. On GPM, however, the kernel performing
the search directly writes and persists the results to PM in each
iteration avoiding these overheads.
The coefficient matrix and the partial sums are persisted in SRAD
and PS, respectively. The amount of data persisted remains the same
under CAP and GPM. On GPM, GPU threads persist individual data
items in parallel after individual computations. On CAP, however,
data is transferred to the CPU in bulk after the entire computation
(kernel boundary), for the CPU to persist it. Importantly, due to
fine-grain persists, applications can resume computation where
they left off after a crash on GPM. For example, if a crash occurs
during computation of prefix sum, the entire computation needs to
be restarted on CAP. On GPM, the kernel can resume computation
only for sub-arrays that were yet to be persisted before the crash.
Comparison with GPUfs: We attempt to compare against GPUfs,
which enables GPU kernels to invoke filesystem system calls. It
relies on the CPU and OS to guarantee persistence. Most workloads
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fail to run on GPUfs as it was never designed for fine-grain persistence. GPUfs requires all threads in a threadblock to invoke GPUfs’s
API – these calls are ordered by barriers. Applications deadlock if
individual threads try to read/write data. Workloads that persist
entire data structures at a coarse-grain, e.g., checkpointing ones and
SRAD, run on GPUfs. However, overheads of repeatedly invoking
system calls from the GPU and filesystem slows down applications.
As GPUfs only supports file sizes upto 2GB, BLK and HS fail.
Benefits over CPU-only persistence: One can perform both computation and leverage PM using only the CPU, as it is typically done
today. However, as seen in Figure 1, GPM, aided by libGPM, can
speed up applications by 3-27× over their CPU-only counterparts
while ensuring the same recoverabilty guarantees. However, there
is no meaningful ‘CPU’ counterparts to checkpointing workloads
beyond CAP since data being checkpointed is generated on the GPU.
For databases, their performance depends largely on the specific
query engine. For a fair comparison, we converted the CUDA implementation of gpDB to OpenMP implementation that can leverage
many core CPUs. We observed that GPM sped up gpDB (I) and gpDB
(U) by 3.1× and 6.9×, respectively, while maintaining the same
recoveribilty properties through write-ahead logging.
Analyzing GPM’s performance and eADR: A key aspect of GPM
is its ability to guarantee persistence from within a GPU kernel,
beyond performing load/store to PM from the GPU. To tease out the
importance of this aspect in GPM’s performance, we created GPMNDP. We force kernels to rely on the CPU to guarantee persistence
as in CAP-mm (i.e., No Direct Persistence) but they can still directly
load/store to PM as in GPM. We also keep DDIO enabled since it is
only needed when guaranteeing persistence from the GPU.
Figure 10 shows speedup over CAP-fs, as before (note log scale
in y-axis). We observe that GPM speeds up over GPM-NDP by up to
6×. This demonstrates that guaranteeing persistence from the GPU
helps performance beside enabling fine-grain recoverabilty for GPU
kernels. We observe most workloads, particularly checkpointing,
slowed down significantly with GPM-NDP. Guaranteeing persistence
for the entire checkpoint from the CPU adds significant serialization
as CPU threads have to flush individual cache lines (64 bytes). The
difference is slightly lesser for gpKVS (still 40 - 60%) since it uses
more synchronizations in the kernel. That limits the amount of
parallelism it can exploit in persisting updates.
We now investigate how eADR will impact both GPM and CAP.
In GPM-eADR, we project GPM’s performance with eADR by not
disabling DDIO. GPM-eADR improves performance over GPM by up
to 13× (Figure 10). However, improvements are not even across
all applications. The applications with many ordering points due
to frequent persists, e.g., those due to logging, benefit the most
since fences complete as soon as data reaches LLC. In contrast,
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Figure 11: HCL’s performance against conventional logging.
Figure 10: Understanding GPM’s performance and eADR.
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Figure 12: PCIe write bandwidth with GPM.
checkpointing required a single persist after writing the entire
checkpoint and, thus, is mostly agnostic to eADR.
We also created CAP-eADR, a version of CAP-mm but without
cache flushes on the CPU as they are unnecessary with eADR. The
difference between GPM-eADR and CAP-eADR shows the likely impact on GPM’s relative advantage over CAP in future systems. Although eADR eliminates the need for flushing data from the CPU
under CAP, it provides limited benefits to CAP as most of the time
is spent in transferring data from GPU to CPU and not in persisting data. In Figure 10, we observe that GPM-eADR is 24× faster
than CAP-eADR, on average. This is because GPM’s advantages of
leveraging GPU’s parallelism in writing to PM and avoiding writeamplification are unaffected by eADR. At the same time, the fact
that eADR allows GPM to guarantee persistence even in the presence
of DDIO brings significant performance uplifts.
Importance of HCL in logging: Figure 11(a) shows speedup due to
HCL over conventional distributed logging for transactional workloads. gpKVS speeds up by 3.3× with HCL over conventional logging.
gpDB (U) that logs old values for every updated record witnesses
a 6.1× speedup. We skip INSERTs since it only logs the table size.
GPU’s hardware coalescing of writes to logs and massively parallel
log entry insertions propel performance under HCL. For gpKVS, one
in eight threads inserts a key-value pair and, thus, logs. Thus, it
does not exploit HCL’s parallelism like gpDB (U) does. We further
studied scalability of HCL with a microbenchmark. Figure 11(b)
shows how HCL scales compared to conventional distributed logging. The x-axis and y-axis show the number of concurrent logging
threads and the latency, respectively. HCL’s logging latency remains
stable with thread count but that for conventional logging jumps.
On average, HCL lowers latency by ∼ 3.6×.
Write bandwidth to PM: Only the data structures required for
recovery reside on the PM (Table 1). The rest are placed on the
GPU’s volatile memory. Therefore, only accesses to the PM cross
the PCIe. The writes to the PM captures the bandwidth utilized for
data updates and recoverability (e.g., logging).
Figure 12 shows the measured write bandwidth from GPU to PM
on the PCIe. We find that the bandwidth utilization is well below
the achievable total PCIe 3.0 bandwidth (∼ 13 GBps) for transactional workloads. Upon analysis, we find that these workloads are
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Table 5: Restoration latency (RL) in GPM.
Transactional
gpDB (I) gpDB (U)
18.96%
0.01%
10.43%

gpKVS
RL

DNN
0.12%

Checkpointing
CFD
BLK
HS
0.30% 0.80% 1.65%

bottlenecked at PM. Optane enables maximum bandwidth and lowest latency when accesses are sequential and aligned at 256-byte
boundaries [27, 99, 103]. This is because it internally buffers writes
at 256 bytes to hide latency [95, 99]. Using a microbenchmark, we
observed that one can achieve 12.5 GBps bandwidth with sequential accesses aligned at 256 bytes. However, if the accesses are not
256-bytes-aligned then it drops to 3.13 GBps. Further, if accesses
are to random addresses then bandwidth drops to 0.72 GBps. For
gpDB (U), gpKVS, gpKVS (95:5), updates to the tables/KVS are sparse
and unaligned that lead to low bandwidth at PM. That then show
up as low PCIe bandwidth utilization. For gpDB (I), the accesses
are unaligned but sequential as new rows are contiguous, and thus,
enable better bandwidth.
The checkpointing workloads achieve better PCIe bandwidth usage because streaming writes to contiguous and aligned checkpoint
memory fully leverages Optane’s bandwidth. In BFS, writes to PM
happen at random addresses based on the nodes being updated. In
contrast, while persisting the co-efficient matrix in SRAD, writes to
PM are streaming but not necessarily aligned. In short, we find that
access patterns to PM and their interactions with idiosyncrasies of
the Optane are key determinants to bandwidth utilization. Note
that bandwidth presented is not the total bandwidth utilization but
only for writes to the PM. For example, total bandwidth utilization
to GPU’s HBM for applications like BLK is ∼ 250GBps.

6.2

Recovery analysis

We stress-tested recoverability for all workloads under GPM by
injecting crashes at random points during kernel execution using
NVIDIA’s fault injection tool NVBitFI [28, 72]. It is a binary instrumentation tool that automatically injects fault at a given frequency.
We successfully recovered the state of every program after crashes.
To measure recovery performance, we define restoration latency
as the latency to execute the recovery kernel to recover after a
crash. Table 5 shows the restoration latency as the percentage of a
workload’s operation time. The operation time includes kernel(s)
execution time and time for recurring operations like loading data
but excludes one-time setup cost. We skip native workloads since
they do not have separate recovery kernels as their recovery logic
is embedded in the application itself.
For transactional workloads, the restoration latency is the time to
undo updates. We measure the worst-case cost latency by crashing
just before transactions commit. The restoration latency is at most
19% of computation time and is often much lesser. gpDB (I) restores
quickly since recovery only involves restoring table metadata. For
checkpointing, the restoration latency is the time to copy data from
the last checkpoint to the corresponding in-memory data structures.
Table 5 shows that these workloads are quick to restore thanks to
direct access to PM.
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RELATED WORK

The advent of PM inspired significant research in exploring its
use across many domains such as key-value stores [43, 47, 54, 55],
databases [5, 16, 92], and filesystems [4, 42, 98]. Numerous interfaces have been proposed to enable programmers harness capabilities of PM. Mnemosyne [93] and NV-Heaps [19] explored techniques
for transactional interactions with PM. Intel offers PMDK [35], a
library to leverage Optane NVM. Prior works explored techniques
to lower overheads of persistence, either through software [29, 31,
49, 50, 85, 97] or hardware [51, 58, 64]. While they provide useful
insights, they are not directly applicable in the context of GPUs.
Logging is a key enabler of transactions. Prior works [11, 21, 24,
40, 94] have explored ways to reduce logging overheads. Checkpointing is often used for fault tolerance. Previous works for checkpointing on NVM [20, 23, 46] focused on minimizing the checkpointing latency and bandwidth. However, we explored GPUs and
studies on CPUs do not directly apply.
Prior works proposed different ways and interfaces to directly
transfer data between SSDs and GPU memory [8, 86, 90, 101]. However, none of these works concern themselves with byte-grained
direct access and persistence to PM. A recent work [57] adapts
existing CPU persistency models [76] for GPUs. They propose to
completely replace GPU memory with NVM which seems impractical. DRAGON [60] exploits NVM’s capacity (and not persistence) for
GPU through Unified Memory [81]. Chen et al. [17] addresses the
challenge of NVM’s limited write bandwidth with new hardware.
HeteroCheckpoint [45] leverages PM for checkpointing GPU programs and addresses issues of low NVM bandwidth and high persist
latencies. However, it relies CPU for checkpointing. CheckFreq [63]
proposes faster checkpointing of DNN state from the GPU. GPM
goes much beyond checkpointing by enabling generic fine-grain
in-kernel persistence. Researchers have also proposed adding new
instruction in GPU hardware for supporting PM [7, 26]. In contrast,
GPM needs no hardware modifications.
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CONCLUSION

GPU is an important computing platform but is unable to harness
the fine-grain persistence of PM today. We address this shortcoming
by creating GPM that enables in-kernel fine-grain persistence for
GPU-accelerated applications. Toward this, we explore three key
challenges in bringing benefits of PM to GPU programs. We glue
together a GPU and NVM to enable GPU kernels directly access PM.
We then contribute in two ways to create an ecosystem around the
systems. We create a workload suite of GPU programs that benefits
from PM. We create a GPU library for easily leveraging PM by
providing support for logging, checkpointing, and basic primitives.
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX
A.1 Abstract
The artifact provides source for the proposed system - GPM, which
allows a GPU to leverage PM. The artifact consists of GPMbench
and libGPM. GPMbench comprises of 9 GPU-accelerated workloads
divided into three categories. libGPM provides a CUDA library
that allows programmers to leverage PM from GPU. The artifact
allows users to reproduce key results from the paper, including
Figure 1, Figure 9 and Table 5. The hardware must contain both an
Nvidia GPU and an Intel Optane DCPMM attached to an Intel Xeon
server to run GPM and reproduce the results. The measurement
infrastructure is provided using Makefiles and bash scripts.

A.2

Artifact check-list (meta-information)
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

A.3

Compilation: CUDA 11, GCC 9.3.0, CuDNN 8.2.
Binary: Included for x86-64.
Data set: Scripts are provided to download/generate datasets.
Run-time environment: Workloads need CUDA 11, driver version
>= 450 and CuDNN 8.2. The Optane PMEM should be configured in
app-direct mode with all DIMMs interleaved. The scripts are written
for Ubuntu 20.04 and need sudo privilige.
Hardware: 1 Nvidia Turing GPU (preferably Titan RTX 72 SMs,
24 GB GDDR6) 2 Intel Optane DCPMM (preferably 8 x 128 GB Intel
Optane NVDIMM, with 2 DIMMs per socket) attached to 3 Intel
Xeon server (preferably Xeon Gold 6242 (4×16 cores) @ 2.80GHz)
4 PCIe 3.0 x 16 interconnect between the CPU and the GPU
Execution: CUDA kernels are executed on the GPU which directly
access the PM. The execution framework is provided using Makefiles
and bash scripts.
Output: A tab separated file generated for each experiment.
How much disk space required (approximately)?: GPMbench
requires approx 50GBs of persistent memory.
How much time is needed to prepare workflow (approximately)?: 30 mins
How much time is needed to complete experiments (approximately)?: 6 hours
Publicly available?: Yes.
https://github.com/csl-iisc/GPM-ASPLOS22.git and
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5847956
Archived (provide DOI)?: Yes. 10.5281/zenodo.5847956

Description

The artifact contains the source for GPMbench and libGPM. It
allows to reproduce results the following results:
• Figure 1: Benefits of GPM over CPU with PM. Both Figure 1a
and Figure 1b.
• Figure 9: Speedup of CAP-mm, GPM and GPUfs over CAP-fs.
• Figure 10: Understanding GPM’s performance and eADR.
• Figure 11a: Speedup due to HCL.
• Table 5: Restoration latency of GPM.
A.3.1 How to access. The artifact is made available in the GitHub
repository https://github.com/csl-iisc/GPM-ASPLOS22 and also at
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5847956.
A.3.2 Hardware dependencies. To support GPM, a system must
have both GPU and NVM. We recommend the following hardware
configuration: 1 Nvidia Turing GPU (preferably Titan RTX 72
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SMs, 24 GB GDDR6) 2 Intel Optane DCPMM (preferably 8 x 128
GB Intel Optane NVDIMM, with 2 DIMMs per socket) in app-direct
mode and interleaved memory across all DIMMs attached to a
3 Intel Xeon server (preferably Xeon Gold 6242 (4×16 cores) @
2.80GHz) 4 PCIe 3.0 x 16 interconnect between the CPU and the
GPU
A.3.3 Software dependencies. The artifact needs CUDA 11, CuDNN
8.2 and nvidia driver version >= 450. Follow the instructions in the
README or from nvidia [73] to downolad and install CuDNN 8.2.
The NVM setup requires the following libraries - NDCTL, DAXCTL [91] and IPMCTL [78]. The libraries along with all the dependencies are maintained in dependencies.sh and can be installed as
follows:
$ sudo ./dependencies.sh
The script also installs the dependencies needed for turning DDIO
on and off, it is needed for persisting data from GPU.
To configure Optance PMM in app-direct mode, follow the steps
mentioned below with sudo privilege.
$ cd pmem-setup/
$ #This step will tear down any older PMEM
config (e.g., memory-mapped).
$ sudo ./teardown.bashrc
$ #This step is going to interleave the DIMMs,
then reboot the machine.
$ sudo ./preboot.bashrc
$ #Once the system has rebooted run the
following commands as root to set Optane PMM
in app-direct mode.
$ sudo su
# sudo ./config.bashrc
All the experiments are performed assuming Ubuntu 20.04 and a
GCC version of 9.3.
A.3.4 Data sets. Scripts are provided to generate or download data
sets.

A.4

Installation

The artifact can be downloaded and accessed as -
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$ git clone https://github.com/csl-iisc/ \
GPM-ASPLOS22.git
$ cd GPM-ASPLOS22

A.5

Experiment workflow

The outermost directory consists of two folders: Figure1 and GPMBench_LibGPM. Figure1 contains the run-time infrastructure for
both Figure 1a and Figure 1b. GPMBench_LibGPM contains the
source for both GPMbench and libGPM along with the run-time
infrastructure for Figure 9, 10, 11a and Table 5.
The experiments must be run exclusively i.e., no compute or
memory-intensive application should be running concurrently. We
provide a Makefile that compiles, executes and generates a tabseparated report for the figures 1, 9, 10, 11a and table 5. Individual
experiments can be run as:
$ make figure_1 #To run figure 1 (1a and 1b)
$ make figure_9 #To compile and run figure 9
$ make figure_10 #To compile and run figure 10
$ make figure_11a #To compile and run figure 11a
$ make table_5 #To compile and run table 5
$ make all #To run all figures
The raw numbers can be obtained from the results folder present
in the outermost directory.

A.6

Evaluation and expected results

For each key result, a tab separated file is generated. The reports/
folder contains all the generated reports. The reports can be matched
against the figures reported in the paper. The generated reports are
named: out_figure1a.txt, out_figure1b.txt for Figure 1, out_figure9.txt
for Figure 9, out_figure10.txt for Figure 10, out_figure11a.txt for
Figure 11 and out_table5.txt for Table 5. To obtain the reports, use
the following command:
$
$
$
$
$

make
make
make
make
make

out_figure_1
out_figure_9
out_figure_10
out_figure_11a
out_table_5

